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READING

Read, look and match.1

   

   

   

Martha: Are you ready for your first question? Here it is: It’s made of ice. It
moves very slowly. What is it?

Jasmina: It’s a (1) .

Martha: Correct. There isn’t much water in this place. It’s very dry. There
aren’t many plants or animals. What is it?

Jasmina: It’s a (2) .

Martha:

a. b. c.

d. e. f.

g. h. i.

j.

h



WRITING

Martha: That’s the right answer. It’s a lot of mountains which are close
together.

Jasmina: It’s a (3) .

Martha: Good. It’s a dangerous mountain. Sometimes, it erupts and very
hot rock comes out. What is it?

Jasmina: It’s a (4) .

Martha: Great! Last question: It’s a small area of land in the middle of a
river, a lake or a sea. What is it?

Jasmina: It’s an (5) . Yay! I got them all right. OK, it’s your turn. What
do you call the place between two mountains?

Martha: It’s a (6) .

Jasmina: Good answer. What do you call the big hole in rock in a mountain,
under the ground or even under the sea?

Martha: A big hole? Oh, do bears live here?

Jasmina: Yes!

Martha: It a (7) .

Jasmina: Yes! Next question: It’s like a very tall wall made of rock. It’s usually
by the sea. What is it?

Martha: It’s a (8) .

Jasmina: Correct. It’s a place where a river falls off a mountain or a cliff.
What is it?

Martha: It’s a (9) .

Jasmina: Fantastic! Last question: It is a very big place where there are lots
of trees, plants and animals. What is it?

Martha: It’s a (10) .

Jasmina: Really good! We both got them all right!

Score:     / 9

Write sentences.2

1. Sultan Kösen / tall / man in the world
Sultan Kösen .

2. The Amazon / long / river in the world

is the tallest man in the world



2. The Amazon / long / river in the world
The Amazon .

3. Mount Everest / high / mountain in the world
Mount Everest

.

4. The Atacama Desert / dry / place on Earth
The Atacama Desert .

5. Death Valley / hot / place on Earth
Death Valley .

6. China / populated / country in the world
China .

7. Mount Kilauea / active / volcano in the world
Mount Kilauea

.

Score:     / 6


